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2-cup pour-over coffee maker Techwood (black)

Techwood 2-cup pour-over coffee maker (black)
Start your day with a cup of excellent coffee. The Techwood TCA-206 drip coffee maker is a must-have for coffee lovers! With a power of
420-500W, it ensures fast brewing, and thanks to the 0.6L capacity tank, you can prepare up to 2 cups at once. It's the perfect solution if
you want to share coffee with your loved ones! The set also includes 2 ceramic mugs.
 
Practical Solutions for Your Convenience
Forget about buying disposable paper filters. The TCA-206 coffee maker comes with a reusable filter – once you've made coffee, simply
wash it, and after drying, you can use it again. This will save you money! The device also has a special water level indicator, so you can
check at any time if the water level is sufficient. Moreover, the built-in automatic shut-off mechanism will provide you with peace of mind
and energy savings.
 
Morning with a Cup of Aromatic Coffee
The set includes two ceramic mugs that perfectly fit the coffee maker – you don't need additional cups. The device also stands out with
its compact dimensions and stylish design, making it a perfect fit for your kitchen or office decor. The TCA-206 model is also very easy to
clean – it won't take up too much of your time. Furthermore, the power of 420-500W ensures high performance and fast coffee brewing –
you no longer have to wait too long to enjoy your favorite beverage!
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Model
TCA-206
Tank Capacity
0.6L
Filter
Permanent, manual cleaning
Power Supply
220-240V ~ 50-60Hz
Rated Power
420-500W

Price:

€ 25.01
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